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What is kinematic fitting?

What is kinematic fitting?

Some of you may remember this from a previous talk at a recent software meeting (GlueX
doc 816-v1)

Our measurements in our detector are never perfect.

There is always some error, δx , on whatever quantity x we are measuring (momentum,
timing, position).

So calculations of missing momentum or missing mass will have some distribution around
the actual value.

Kinematic fitting

Make use of conservation of momentum and energy to constrain the measured
values.
The procedure “wiggles” the measured quantities within their errors to conserve
these quantities according to some event hypothesis.

Masses of final state particles?
Missing tracks?
Intermediate states?

Gives you a statistical measure, confidence level, for the entire event which can be
used for making event selection.

References:

Statistics for nuclear and particle physicists, Lyons
CLAS NOTE 03-017, GlueX doc 818-v1, Williams and Meyer
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What is kinematic fitting?

Constraints

How different reactions constrained and how are the constraints counted?

γp → pπ+π− (nothing missing)

Ei = Ef

~pi = ~pf

4 equations of constraint (4C fit)

γp → pπ+π−X (missing π0)

(Ef − Ei )
2 − (~pf − ~pi )

2 = M2
π0

1 equation of constraint (1C fit)

γp → pK 0
s X (K 0

s → π+π−, missing K 0)

(Ef − Ei )
2 − (~pf − ~pi )

2 = M2
K 0

(Eπ+ + Eπ− )2 − (~pπ+ + ~pπ− )2 = M2
K 0

2 equations of constraint (2C fit)
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How does it work?

Mechanics of kinematic fitter

For details on the inner workings, see the two references at the beginnning of this
discussion, but here’s the gist...

We use Lagrangian multipliers to find the best measured parameters.

Constraint equations are defined in the code.

Note that these are in terms of 4-momenta of the tracks.

The fit seeks to wiggle the 4-momenta to statisfy these constraints.

It does this with 10 iterations of matrix multiplications.

Deterministic process.
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Statistical measures of fit

Confidence level

Confidence level
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Confidence level

Function of χ2 and number of degrees of
freedom.

This is a small set of CLAS data from the
4C fit (γp → pπ+π−)

Spike at lower end is indicative of events
which do not fit very well to the event
hypothesis.

Can cut on this quantity, usually around
10%.
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Statistical measures of fit

Pulls

λPull - proton 
-4 -2 0 2 4
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mean: -0.010

sigma: 0.955

For a 4C fit, it is also worth looking at
the pulls.

Statistical measure of how well the errors
have been incorporated into the fit.

Calclulated for each measured quantity, x
using the errors and the final wiggled
values.

After your confidence level cut, pull
distributions should be roughly a
Gaussian centered at 0 with a width of 1.
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Should look at all pulls when vetting the
kinematic fit procedure.

When CMU was trying to develop this for
CLAS, it was found out that the default
measured momenta and error matrices
returned by tracking gave neither valid CL
distribtions nor pulls.

Momentum corrections and corrections to
the covariance matrix had to be
developed.
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This version of the fitter

This version of the fitter

Checked into:
$HALLD HOME/src/libraries/PID

DKinFit.cc

DKinFit.h

Library contains definition of C++ object, KinFit.

Also makes use of DKinematicData object.

This class had member functions to return the 4-momentum and error matrix from the
reconstruction of the object.

Derived classes:

DPhoton

DCharged?

It is the responsibility of the DKinematicData object author to reuturn the 4-momentum
and error matrix in Cartesian coordinates regardless of the local tracking coordinates used.

This allows us to keep the kinematic fitter clean and general.
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This version of the fitter

This version of the fitter

So far DKinFit has only been tested with photons reconstructed from FCAL and BCAL.

Not as general as final version...but good enough for now.

Let’s take a look at how the functions are called by the user...

If you’re not into this type of detail, feel free to zone out for the next few minutes.
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This version of the fitter

Running Fit

MyProcessor::evnt

jerror_t MyProcessor::evnt(JEventLoop *eventLoop, int eventnumber)

{
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This version of the fitter

Running Fit

MyProcessor::evnt

jerror_t MyProcessor::evnt(JEventLoop *eventLoop, int eventnumber)

{

vector<const DPhoton*> photons;

vector<const DKinematicData*> kindata;

DKinFit *kfit = new DKinFit();

kfit->SetVerbose(VERBOSE);
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This version of the fitter

Running Fit

MyProcessor::evnt

jerror_t MyProcessor::evnt(JEventLoop *eventLoop, int eventnumber)

{

vector<const DPhoton*> photons;

vector<const DKinematicData*> kindata;

DKinFit *kfit = new DKinFit();

kfit->SetVerbose(VERBOSE);

if(eventLoop->Get(photons))

{
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This version of the fitter

Running Fit

MyProcessor::evnt

jerror_t MyProcessor::evnt(JEventLoop *eventLoop, int eventnumber)

{

vector<const DPhoton*> photons;

vector<const DKinematicData*> kindata;

DKinFit *kfit = new DKinFit();

kfit->SetVerbose(VERBOSE);

if(eventLoop->Get(photons))

{

for(int i=0;i<(int)photons.size();i++)

{

kindata.clear();

kindata.push_back((DKinematicData*)photons[i]);

}

}

}
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This version of the fitter

Running Fit

To setup and run the fit.

kfit->SetFinal(kindata);

kfit->FitTwoGammas(0.13498);

SetFinal - This sets the photons as the only particles in the final state.

FitTwoGammas - Wiggles the three-momenta of the photons such that the initial state is
the sum of their 4-momenta and has an invariant mass of 0.13498.
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This version of the fitter

Other member functions

Return the confidence level for this fit.

kfit->Prob()

Return the wiggled 4-momenta (vector<double>) of the final state particles.

kfit->GetFinal_out()

Get the pulls for one of the wiggled quantities.

kfit->GetPull(i)

Coming soon! Map strings for ease of use.

kfit->FitTwoGammas("pi0")
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This version of the fitter

Results of the fit

We can look at cuts on the CL and effects on the 2-γ mass.
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This version of the fitter

Results of the fit
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This version of the fitter

Results of the fit

CL > 0.10 γ
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This version of the fitter

Results of the fit

CL > 0.20 γ
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This version of the fitter

Results of the fit

CL > 0.50 γ

Confidence level
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Note that there is still background under the signal.

The kinematic fit will not remove this background.
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This version of the fitter

Results of the fit - Pulls

We can look at the pulls for this fit as well.

Width is too narrow (0.5).
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This version of the fitter

This version of the fitter

Where are we?

DKinFit checked into Hall-D repository.

While it may make sense to check this in to a 12GeV repository, for the time
being, I would urge development in this more familiar setting.

FitTwoGammas function works!

Can start trying this with η’s.
Gimme’, gimme’, gimme’...I need data to push the development of DKinFit.
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This version of the fitter

This version of the fitter

Coming soon...

Need better error matrices for FCAL/BCAL.
Charged tracks?
Start checking with other reactions.
Check full events.
Coming soon:

SetInitial - set beam and target and go from there.
ConstrainMasses - Constrain any number of intermediate state masses.
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This version of the fitter

This version of the fitter

Coming not soon...but not too long...

Vertex fitting.
Timing information.

Could combine χ2 from kinematic fit with χ2 from TOF system.

Could use this tool in full PID probability for event hypothesis.

PID->GetProbability("proton:pi+:pi-")

PID->GetProbability("proton:K+:K-:pi0")

PID->GetBestProbability("proton:K+:K-:pi0") - to loop over charge
combinations.
PID->GetBestProbability("pi0:eta")
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